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NOTES AND PRECAUTIONS 

 The controller must be installed by competent people who possess the suitable training and cards for 

the installation of elevator controllers; 

 The controller’s power supply must come from a fuse switch supplied by others. The fuses value must 

respect the electrical code; 

 It is necessary to install a separate conductive element to ground the controller in the mechanical 

room. To know the size of the conductive element, check the electrical code. An indirect grounding 

(e.g. water pipes) may cause intermittent troubles and electrical noises may occur; 

 To avoid problems caused by transportation and handling, check and tighten all the connection points 

on the "power" side; from the controller's main power supply to the motor; 

 Please note the controller comes with a one (1) year guarantee, effective on the day of billing. An 

improper use of the controller, an incorrect connection or the disregard of the user’s manual may void 

the guarantee. Also note that only the components are guaranteed; 

 In case of an incorrect connection, the controller is protected by TVS which can short-circuit. Verify 

the functioning and replace them if needed. 

Operating conditions: 

 The 3 phases entry voltage may vary by more or less 10 %; 

 A 60HZ frequency is standard, a 50HZ frequency is available on special order; 

 The operating temperature is 0 to 45°C (32 to 113°F); 

 The relative humidity is 95 %; 

 Do not install a NEMA 1 standard enclosure in a dusty environment or where there is risk of water 

infiltration. Other types of enclosures are available upon request (NEMA 4, 12 etc.); 

 Please contact Automatisation JRT Inc. if the motor is installed 50 ft. or more from the controller; 



 

General information: 

JRD-3000 series controllers were developed for a quick and easy installation and operation. The 

controllers have functions of internal self-diagnosis, which allow an easy maintenance. There are also 

several functions that are user-programmable.  

It is very important to thoroughly read the manual for a quick and secure installation. 

 

General features: 

 Number of floors: 6 

 Maximum number of cars: 1 

 ASME A17.1-20xx / CSA B44-xx Safety code compliant 

 CAN/CSA-B44.1 / ASME 17.5 compliant 

 Field reprogrammable 
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1. LCD USE (JRT-LCD): 

This section is a summary of the supervision utility. Refer to appendix C for a complete description. 

The LCD lets you visualize the state of the elevator controller (floor, speed in FPM, perforated tape 

position, alarms, etc.), modify the CPU’s configuration registers and also remotely record car calls and 

hall calls. The utility offers the possibility to have the information displayed in French or in English. 

The utility is provided with different light-emitting diodes "LED". The "POWER" LED indicates that the 

utility is power supplied. The "LED2" blinks to indicate that the program is functioning normally. 

Though, if the "LED2" stays on or off at all times, the program is not operational, you must reset the 

power. 

When the elevator is faulted or need to have a manual reset, the screen of the "LCD" utility will blink 

to warn the user. 

  

1.1. KEYBOARD:  

The "UP/DOWN" keys allow access to the main menu or sub-menus. They also allow changing a 

parameter's value. 

The "LEFT/RIGHT" keys allow placing the cursor on the parameter to modify.  

The "ENTER" key allows access to a sub-menu. It also allows saving of a new value.  

The "ESC" allows returning to the main menu or cancelling a parameter modification. 
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1.2. MENUS:  

The "LCD" utility contains different menus available to the users.  

 

To access a menu:  

 Press "ESC" to access the main menu list. 

 Press on the "UP/DOWN" keys to select a menu. 

 Press "ENTER" to access the menu. 

The "LCD" utility has a protection that locks the menus where it is possible to modify a value 

or a parameter. In order to access these menus, the user must enter the password. See section 

"1.2.6 Password Menu". 
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1.2.1. Monitoring menu: 

The "Monitoring" menu shows, in real-time, the elevator’s status data. This 

information may be used during the temporary and final start-up. At start-up or after 2 

hours of keyboard inactivity, the following screen will appear:  

IN AUTOMATIC 

PI=12 

 

PS0 ACC0 STP 

Displayed information: 

 PI. = Floor where the elevator is located. 

 AUTOMATIC = Actual status of the elevator (See next page for the complete list). 

 If the elevator is a traction one, the last line refers to the drive. 

 PSX = Preset speed X. PS0 = Preset speed 0 (see the schematics at the drive 

page). 

 ACCX = Accel or decel X. ACC1 = Accel 1 (see the schematics at the drive 

page). 

 FOW = Forward, REV = Reverse, STP = Stop. 

If there is more than one status in the PLC, the "LCD" will display at the second 

all the status. 
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1.2.2. Register Access menu:  

This menu allows reading and writing in one of the CPU’s register. The "DM" 

registers are used to configure the elevator. 

 Press "ESC" to go back to the main menu. 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "REGISTERS ACCESS". 

 Press "ENTER". 

Register type selection: 

 Press "UP/DOWN" to select a register. 

 Press "ENTER" to save. 

or 

 Press "ESC" to go back to the previous menu. 

Choice of registers: 

 DM, CH, HR and TM 

REGISTER TYPE ? 

 

->DM 

 

Register number selection:  

 Press on the "LEFT/RIGHT" keys to place the cursor on the number to modify. 

 Press on the "UP/DOWN" keys to modify the number. 

 Press "ENTER" to save and to go to the next menu. 

 Press "ESC" to go back to the previous menu. 
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REGISTER NUMBER 

 

->DM0000 

 

Register Value:  

The register value is shown in hexadecimal and binary formats.  

 Press "ENTER" to modify the selected register value. 

 Press "ESC" to go back to the previous menu. 

DM0000 = 0001 

0000000000000001 

15 ^   8   4   0 

  ENTER = CHG 

Modifying the register value: 

 Press on the "LEFT/RIGHT" keys to place the cursor on the number to modify. 

 Press on the "UP/DOWN" to modify the number. 

 Press "ENTER" to save and to go back to the previous menu and visualize the new 

value. 

 Press "ESC" to return to the previous menu. 

->DM0000 

 

OLD   = 0001 

NEW  = 1234 
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1.2.3. Active faults list menu:  

EXCESSIVE TRAVEL 

TIME TIM8 

HR8002 

ENTER->ERASE 

This menu allows visualizing the different alarms in the elevator controller. The 

utility "LCD" displays "NO ALARM" when the elevator controller has no more 

alarms. 

Visualizing the alarms: 

 Press "ESC" to return to the main menu. 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "ALARMS & CPU I/O 

CHECKING". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the submenu "ACTIVE FAULTS LIST". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to scroll the alarms 

To erase the alarms: 

 Press the "ENTER" key, the LCD will show a confirmation window prior to 

erasing the alarms. 
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1.2.4. Construction mode menu:  

The Construction mode temporarily disables certain detections to facilitate the 

elevator car construction in Inspection mode. As soon as the elevator controller is 

placed in Automatic mode and a call has been placed, the Construction mode will be 

automatically deactivated and all signals will be in function. 

The elevator controller must be in Inspection mode. 

 Press "ESC" to return to the main menu. 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "OPERATION MODE". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the submenu "CONSTRUCTION MODE". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press "UP" to activate the Construction mode. 

1.2.5. Elevator options menu:  

This section contains all elevator control parameters. The parameters are broken 

down in sections. Some sections will be hidden according to the controller type and 

option. Refer to appendix C for a complete description. 

 Press "ESC" to return to the main menu. 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "ELEVATOR & LCD 

SETTINGS". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the submenu "ELEVATOR OPTIONS"; 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the good option menu. 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the good parameter. 
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To modify an option: 

 Press the "LEFT/RIGHT" keys to edit the parameter. 

 Press the "LEFT/RIGHT" keys to change the digit to modify. 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to change the number. 

 Press the "ENTER" key to save the new value and exit edition mode. 

 Press the "ESC" key to exit without saving. 

 Repeat for all parameters that you need to change. 

1.2.6. Password menu:  

This menu allows entering a password to unlock the parameters modification menus. 

The default password is "0000".  

PASSWORD: 

 

     0000 

 

 Press "ESC" to return to the main menu. 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "PASSWORD". 

 Press "ENTER". 

Entering the password:  

 Press the "LEFT/RIGHT" keys to place the cursor on the number to modify. 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to modify the number. 

 Press "ENTER" to save. 

or 

 Press "ESC" to return to the previous menu. 
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2. USE OF THE PROGRAMMING CONSOLE (PRO01 OR PRO27):  

Not available 

 

3. TEMPORARY START-UP:  

A. Install junctions between the following terminals: 

Note: Do not forget to remove the junction when the switch is installed.  

 "J0" and "J9" (Security line bypass). 

 "J9" and "CDC" (Car door closed). 

 "J9" and "HDC" (Hall doors closed). 

 "J9" and "HDL" (Hall doors locked). 

 "J9" and "J10" (Car stop). 

 "J11" and "LNH" (LNH high normal limit). 

 "J11" and "LNB" (LNB low normal limit). 

 

Controller at 208-240-600 volts:  

Connect power to the controller directly from the main switch according to the schematics. 

Remove the fuses and measure the voltage for the first time. 

B. Connect the motor and the temperature sensor. (If motor has one) 

Provide a copper conductor for the electrical grounding of the motor. 

C. The variable speed drive has its own internal electronic overload protection. It will adjust itself 

with the motor current parameters. 

D. Measure: 

 Controller power voltage (see schematics) 

 120 VAC between "J" and "N", "LDO" and "N". 

 24 VDC between "+A" and "COM", "+AC" and "COM", "+GR" and "COM", ("+DC" and 

"COM") (internal voltage). 

E. At this point of the procedure, do verify:  
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CPU inputs which must be activated:  

 CDCI, HDCI, LNHI, LNBI, J9I, J10I, RDY, REDI. 

 HDLI (locked hall door contact if manual door or motorised cam). 

The relays:  

 CDC, HDC, HDL and RED must be activated. 

 RPA must be activated (if required). 

 RDY must be activated (with drive). 

The alarms:  

 By using the LCD, erase the alarms and then consult the alarms list to ensure it is clear. 

(Section 1 for use of the LCD). 

F. Proceed to the variable speed drive adjustments. (If required see section 6) 

WARNING 

CPU inputs are designed to operate at 24VDC. DANGER: Never apply 120VAC for it may 

cause severe damage to the inputs.  

On reception of the controller, the COM terminal is grounded. 
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4. FINAL START-UP:  

A. Proceed to the Selector Tape adjustment (Standard Selector Tape: section 5.1) 

B. Perform the optimal calibration of the variable speed drive and the final speed, acceleration and 

deceleration. (If required see section 6). 

C. By using the LCD, erase the alarms and then consult the alarms list ensure it is clear. (Section 1 

for use of the LCD). 

WARNING 

CPU inputs are designed to operate at 24VDC. DANGER: Never apply 120VAC for it may 

cause severe damage to the inputs.  

On reception of the controller, the COM terminal is grounded. 
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5. OPERATION PRINCIPLE FOR CAR ZONING AND LEVELING: 

 

5.1. WITH A STANDARD SELECTOR TAPE: (IP8300 BIN3 W9): 

5.1.1. Installation of the standard tape 

The setup of a selector tape replaces the PM switches and the vanes in the hoistway as well as the 

cam and reed switches on the car. 

The steel tape is installed in the hoistway and is composed of three rows of magnets; one for door 

zone, leveling and down slowdown, one for binary code and up slowdown, and the center row is 

not used. The sensing head is located on the car and has three rows of sensors that are sensible to 

"North" or "South" magnets. Four sensors (North) and one sensor (South) detect the left row of 

magnets: LU sensor for up leveling, LD sensor for down leveling, DZO-DZO1 sensors for door 

zoning and DSL sensor for down slowdown. Three sensors (North) and one sensor (South) detect 

the right row of magnets: P1, P2 and P3 sensors for the binary code and USL sensor for up 

slowdown. 

The sensors can be moved inside the sensing head to facilitate the car positioning adjustment. For 

example, in order to achieve the best possible leveling adjustment, it is better and easier to move 

the LU and LD sensors than to cut off the magnet on the steel tape. 

The USL sensor (UP slowdown) and the DSL sensor (DOWN slowdown) engage a slowdown. A 

ratio of 6" for each 25FPM allows calculating the ideal distance for a good slowdown and also 

gives the location of the magnets. 

Example: 

125 FPM X 6 in = 30 in 

 25 FPM 
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(IP8300 BIN3 W9) 

      

 

 

Magnets installation at each floor: 

In order to place the magnets at the right position on the steel tape, it is recommended to bring the 

car at the exact position where the command has to be energized when choosing an intermediate 

floor. 

 Leveling magnets (12" north magnet): Bring the car even with the floor. Center the magnet on the 

steel tape so that the DZO sensor is energized but the LU and LD sensors are not. The use of two 

DZO sensors gives the redundancy for the door zone. 

 Up slowdown (south USL magnet): For example with a 40'/min speed elevator: bring the car 

exactly 9.5" below the landing floor and place the magnet on the steel tape (Right row) so that the 

bottom end of the magnet energizes the USL sensor. 

 Down slowdown (south DSL magnet): For example with a 40'/min speed elevator: bring the car 

exactly 9.5" higher than the landing floor and place the magnet on the steel tape (Left row) so 

that the top of the magnet energizes the DSL sensor. 

 The table below shows how to install the magnets and has the legend for a barcode up to 7 floors. 
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Magnets required for the 

binary code 
 

 

Binary 

code P1 P2 P3 Nbr. 
Length 
(inches) 

 
 

Floors 

1    1 3 

2    1 3 

3    2 3  

4    1 3 

5    2 3 

6    2 3 

7    3 3 

      

 

P1, P2, P3 = sensors located in the selector tape. 

"North" magnets need to be used. The binary code is only validated when sensors are ON and the 

elevator is centered to the floor (DZO = ON, DZO1 = ON, LU = OFF, LD = OFF). These 

magnets are used to correct the elevator’s position, so it is important that the magnets be correctly 

positioned. 

P1 

P2 

 

P3 

 

Example: 2nd floor 

Slide 

3 inch magnet 
centered with 
P2 
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WARNING 

To position the magnets for the other floors, proceed as mentioned above or as follow: 

Start by placing the 12" magnet (leveling) by proceeding as described previously in the first 

step and then place the binary code magnets. 

Place the USL and DSL magnets on the basis of the measurements between the USL and DSL 

magnet according to the leveling 12" magnet of the first floor as described previously at the 

second and third steps.  

 

It is strongly recommended not to secure the magnets immediately to the steel tape. If a 

mistake should happen in the positioning, it would still be easy to move the magnets on the 

tape. Wait until you have made successful tests before gluing definitely the magnets to the tape. 
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Magnet installation with the IP8300-TP1 guide:  

Automatisation JRT inc. has developed a guide permitting to quickly locate the door zone 

magnets (DZO) and binary code magnets (P1 to P3). 

Procedure:  

 Position the elevator even with the floor. 

 Position the row’s guide as shown in figure 1. 

 Lower the car and place the provided magnet guide as shown in figure 2. 

 Position the JRT template under the magnet as shown in figure 3. 

 Secure the DZO magnet in the reserved space of the JRT template. 

 Secure the P1 to P3 binary code magnets according to the template for the selected floor. I.E.: For 

the first floor, only the P1 magnet must be secured. For the third floor, magnets P1 to P2 must be 

secured. 
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5.1.2. End of travel limit switches installation: 

 

The same corresponding limit switch is found at the bottom floor: "LNB". The down 

normal limit switch "LNB" must be activated as soon as the car goes slightly below 

the bottom floor. 

Ensure that normal stops at top and bottom floors are engaged by the magnets, not 

by the limit switches (LNH-LNB). 
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6. START-UP OF THE CONTROL TECHNIQUES DRIVE SK:  

6.1. CONNECTION:  

6.1.1. Motor connection:  

Connect the 3 motor phases on the terminals or on the power switch, T1, T2 and T3 

in the control enclosure. 

Refer to the motor nameplate for connections according to the operating voltage. 

If the motor has an overheat thermal contact, it must be connected as shown as the 

schematics. 

If the motor doesn’t have an overheat thermal contact, put the value “0” in the 

DM0115. 

 

6.2. DRIVE OPERATION:  

6.2.1. Operation of the drive keyboard:  

 

 

 

The "M" keys is used to change the drive's mode of operation. 

The Up and Down arrows keys are used to select parameters and edit their values. In 

keypad mode, they are used to increase and decrease the motor speed. 

The "START" key is used to start the drive in keypad mode. 

The "OFF/RESET" key is used to stop and reset the drive in keypad mode.  It can 

also be used to reset the drive in terminal mode. 

Parameter name 

Parameter value 

(Flash in edit mode) 
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6.2.2. Selecting and changing parameters:  

 

The following sequence is to modify a parameter in the drive controller:  

When in Status mode, pressing and holding the "M" key for 2 seconds will change 

the display from a speed indication to a load indication and vice versa. 

 

Pressing and releasing the "M" key will change the display from status mode to 

parameter view mode. In parameter view mode, the left hand display flashes the 

parameter number and the right hand display shows the parameter's value. 

 

Pressing and releasing the "M" key again will change the display from parameter 

view mode to parameter edit mode. In parameter edit mode, the right hand display 

flashes the value of the parameter being shown in the left hand display. 

 

Pressing the "M" key in parameter edit mode will return the drive to the parameter 

view mode. If the "M" key is pressed again then the drive will return to status mode, 

but if either the "Up" or "Down" key is pressed to change the parameter being viewed 

before the "M" key is pressed, pressing the "M" key will change the display to the 

parameter edit mode again. This allows the user to very easily change between 

parameter view and edit modes while commissioning the drive. 
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6.2.3. Accessing the error messages list:  

Parameters 00.55 to 00.58 indicate the drive's last 4 trips. 

0.55 = Last trip 

0.56 trip before Pr55 

0.57 trip before Pr56 

0.58 trip before Pr57 

Faults:  

To erase faults:  

The drive resets 3 times, if the problem remains, the drive will display a fault. The red 

button "Stop / Reset" must be pressed. 

For a complete faults description, see the User manual of COMMANDER SK drive 

user’s manual.  

6.3. PROGRAMMING THE MOTOR PARAMETERS:  

If the motor parameters were provided to Automatisation JRT inc., this section will have been 

factory-set.  However it is strongly recommended to review those parameters on site.  

6.3.1. Motor parameters:  

The following parameters are obtained from the motor magnets:  

0.40  NUMBER OF MOTOR POLES:  

This parameter contains the number of motor poles. 

Number of poles = 120 Degrees X frequency Hz = 120 Degrees X 60Hz = 4 poles 

 motor RPM 1800 

 900 RPM at 60Hz = 8 poles 

 1200 RPM at 60Hz = 6 poles 

 1800 RPM at 60Hz = 4 poles 

0.08 RATED VOLTAGE:  

This parameter contains the motor voltage (Example: 220 Volts). 

0.06 MOTOR RATED CURRENT:  

This parameter contains the motor current indicated on the motor nameplate or on the 

data sheet given by the motor supplier (Example: 6.6 AMP). 
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0.07 RATED LOAD RPM/RATED SPEED:  

This is the motor rated RPM (coming from the nameplate). (Example: 1175 RPM) 

If the motor is running, the "RATED LOAD RPM/RATED SPEED" allows 

modifying the slip frequency. Subsequently readjust motor speed when attempting 

full load testing. 

0.02 MOTOR MAXIMUM SPEED:  

Used to set the maximum speed at which the motor will run in both directions. 

(Example: 60 HZ)  

6.4. PROGRAMMING MOTOR AUTO-TUNE:  

0.38 AUTO-TUNE without ROTATION:  

Disconnect the LU and LD sensors from the JRT-CAN-6011 board and put 1 in the 

parameter 0.38. Put a jumper between "LU" and "COM" to go in up direction or 

between "LD" and "COM" to go in down direction and hold it until parameter 0.38 

indicate 0.  The test is now complete. 

For more information refer to the drive manual. 

Now the elevator should moves at leveling speed by using LU or LD inputs. 

6.5. SPEED, ACCELERATION/DECELERATION PARAMETERS:  

6.5.1. Programming of the operational speeds:  

Connect all the signals needed to be able to move the elevator. 

Change the desired speed according to the following:  

Parameter Description Value and explanations PLC output 

0.18 Preset speed 1: leveling 

speed  

6 Hz No output 

0.19 Preset speed 2: 

Contract 60 Hz 

PS1 = Activated 
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6.5.2. Acceleration/Deceleration and Sramp:  

It is essential that all speeds be well programmed before adjusting the 

acceleration/deceleration. 

The acceleration/deceleration parameter units are in s/100 HZ. Adjust the 

acceleration/deceleration according to the table below:  

Parameter Description Value and explanations 

0.03 Acceleration rate 1: use for all speed 

2 sec/100HZ 

0.04 Deceleration rate 1: use for all speed 2 sec/100HZ 

6.6. ELEVATOR IS NOT MOVING THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY:  

If the drive is not able to move the maximum capacity, check the following parameters: 

6.6.1. Verification of the symmetrical current limit of the drive:  

This parameter 0.62 (Symmetrical current limit) defines the current limit as a 

percentage of the rated active current when the motor rated current is set lower than 

the drive rated current. 
 

Do not exceed 250%. 

6.6.2. Slip motor adjustment:  

Verify the parameter value of 0.07, it indicates the synchronous speed of the motor 

minus the motor slip. This value is generally between 1 and 3% of the synchronous 

speed. 

 New motors: 

Inscribe the value of the name plate. 

Example: 

1175 RPM for a 6 poles motor. (Slip of 25 RPM) 

 Old motors 1 or 2 speed AC with or without and encoder: 

These motors have a strong slip and often 1200 RPM is inscribed on the name 

plate. This value is generally between 3 and 10 % of the synchronous speed. 
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Example: 

1200 – (1200RPM X 5%) = 1140 RPM 

Motor Rated Speed = 1140 RPM to start the test. 

If the value of the programmed slip frequency does not correspond to the motor, 

it will not develop enough torque to get the elevator to go up or down with a full 

charge at low speed. 

WARNING 

If the slip frequency is too high, the drive's current output will be too high even 

if the motor runs well. If the current stays under the nominal current of the 

motor for more than 3 amps when the cab is empty at high speed, reduce the slip 

frequency. The current should go back below the nominal current at high speed. 

 

6.6.3. Acceleration adjustment and S ramp acceleration:  

If the drive goes in fault during the acceleration, increase the value of parameter 0.03. 

Parameter 0.61 (S ramp acceleration limit) 0.5 s²/100Hz: generally between 0.25 and 

1.5 per step of 0.25 or 0.5 according to the desired comfort. The higher the value is, 

the more the roundup is accentuated. The softer the acceleration and deceleration the 

more important the acceleration and deceleration distance will be. 
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6.6.4. Deceleration adjustment:  

If the drive goes in fault during the deceleration, increase the value of parameter 0.04. 

6.6.5. Power factor adjustment:  

Parameter 0.09 corresponds to the motor's power factor, this means at the phase 

difference between the motor tension and the current of the motor. The default value is 

0.84, if they do not follow the speed command or are not constant; reduce the value by 

step of 0.02. This value must be included between 0.60 and 0.85. 

6.6.6. Low frequency voltage boost:  

If the drive is not able to move at starting, this parameter 0.42 boosts the voltage to 

help the starting. 

This voltage boost compensates for the voltage drop arising from the stator resistance. 

Increase the value by step of 2. This value must be included between 0.0 and 50.0. 

Please take note that 0.88 parameter is your guide if the maximum value is 

achieved without movement. If the maximum speed is not reached you must 

adjust the parameters mentioned above. 
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7. INTERNAL FUNCTIONS AND CONTROLLER CONFIGURATION:  

Many functions and timers may be configured and adjusted in the elevator controller.  

7.1. MODIFYING THE DM WITH THE LCD:  

With the LCD screen, follow these instructions:  

 Press "ESC" to return to the main menu. 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select "REGISTER ACCESS". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Choose "DM" as the register type. 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press the "LEFT/RIGHT" and "UP/DOWN" keys to enter the DM number. 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press "ENTER" to modify the value. 

 Press the "LEFT/RIGHT" and "UP/DOWN" keys to enter the new value and press "ENTER" 

to save the modification. 

7.2. MODIFYING THE OPTION WITH THE LCD 

With the LCD screen, follow these instructions: 

 Press "ESC" to return to the main menu. 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "ELEVATOR & LCD SETTINGS". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press "UP/DOWN" keys to select the submenu "ELEVATOR OPTIONS"; 

 Press "ENTER". 
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7.2.1. CONTROL OF DOORS: (Automatic door operator only) 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM0000 
Door open delay on hall call. Timing begins when the door is fully 

opened. 
0.1 sec 

DM0001 Door open delay on car call. Timing begins when the door is fully opened. 0.1 sec 

DM0002 
Door open delay on a re-opening caused by safety edge activation or light 

beam interruption. Timing begins when the door is fully opened. 
0.1 sec 

DM0033 

Protection on closing of doors. Number of times (counter) that the doors 

will try to close before the elevator is out of service. Activated only if 

DM87 = 1 (DM33 factory set to 3). 

 

DM0034 

Door opening delay beyond which the door will re-close; for instance, if 

the door did not reach full opening or if the DOL limit has not been 

activated. This counter doesn’t need to be adjusted because it is 

automatically according to DM0000. 

0.1 sec 

DM0060 FDOL / RDOL signals off delay applied when the contact opens. 0.1 sec 

DM0061 FDCL / RDCL signals off delay applied when the contact opens. 0.1 sec 

DM0066 
Door photocell interruption delay beyond which the door will be forced to 

close slowly in nudging. 
0.1 sec 

DM0067 
Delay before door re-opening during nudging, if the door cannot close 

completely. 
0.1 sec 

DM0068 Delay between the second attempts to close the door in nudging. 0.1 sec 

DM0077 
Door close button simulation when a new car call is registered. (Yes=1, 

no=0) 
n/a 

DM0035 Delay before door closing on a new call, if DM 77 = 1 0.1 sec 

DM0080 Door pre-opening in leveling zone. (Yes = 1 no = 0) n/a 

DM0084 Door nudging. (Door closing at low speed) (Yes = 1 no = 0) n/a 

DM0087 

Door closing protection. If the door cannot close properly, it automatically 

re-opens and re-closes. The door will try to close the number of times set 

in DM33 (5 times) and then the door will no longer close and the car will 

be in fault and will no longer take calls. (yes = 1 no = 0). 

n/a 

DM0088 Delay before door opening in the door zone if pre-opening activated. 0.1 sec 

7.2.2. VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM0008 Too long travel protection. 0.1sec 

DM0053 Field magnetization delay before brake opening. 0.1sec 

DM0054 
Delay before the brake drops to pass from 4 FPM to zero in leveling at a 

floor stop. 
0.1sec 

DM0052 Delay before deactivating the drive at floor stop. 0.1sec 

DM0030 

Car stop delay on drive fault. If the controller does not receive a drive run 

confirmation before the DM0049 delay, the car will be put out of order. 

(trouble H8206). 

0.1sec 

DM0076 Delay before the acceleration begins after brake opening.. 0.1sec 

DM0078 
Delay before releasing the motor contactor "M". The timer begins after 

the delay in DM 0047. 
0.1sec 

DM0150 Number of drive reset. n/a 
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7.2.3. FLOOR CALLS: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM0020 
Delay beyond which car calls and hall calls are cleared if the car has not 

moved to another floor. 
0.1sec 

DM0082 
Number of car calls limited to the value stored in DM83. (Yes = 1 No = 0) 

(Only with automatic door operator) 
n/a 

DM0083 
Maximum number of car calls allowed versus the amount of weight 

measured by the photocell (PH). (Only with automatic door operator) 
n/a 

DM0089 
Each time the car reaches the top or bottom floor, all car calls are 

cancelled. (Yes =1 No = 0) (Only with automatic door operator) 
n/a 

DM0090 
Car calls for in reverse direction not allowed. (Yes =1, No = 0) (Only with 

automatic door operator) 
n/a 

7.2.4. GONG: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM0022 Door opened gong time if the door is still opened. 0.1sec 

DM0023 Door opened gong time. (Manual door) 0.1sec 

DM0038 Car calls acknowledgement pulse duration. (activated by DM 0086 = 1) 0.1sec 

DM0036 Passing gong pulse time. 0.1sec 

DM0050 Delay between 2 passing gong pulses. 0.1sec 

DM0081 Passing gong activation. (Yes = 1 No = 0) 0.1sec 

DM0085 Passing gong, 2 pulses in down direction. (Yes = 1 No = 0) n/a 

DM0086 Car calls acknowledgement activation. (Yes =1 No = 0) n/a 

DM0093 
In car vocal annunciator activated. If NO, the SPE output will not trig and 

no messages outputs will activate. 
n/a 

7.2.5. POSITION INDICATOR + SU/SD DIRECTION: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM0028 

SU and SD direction will stay activated during door closing and during 

reopening. 

Door opening on direction reversing, if = 1 

n/a 

DM0126 
= 0000, standard indicator (one light per floor) 

= 0001, binary indicator A, B, C, D 
n/a 

DM0160 

0000 = No flashing code on the position indicator 

0001 = Flashing code to indicate inspection, independent service and 

phase 1 
> 2 = Flashing code on the position indicator for long time out of service 

n/a 

DM0161 Flashing code to indicate the independent service mode n/a 

DM0162 Flashing code to indicate the phase 1 mode n/a 

DM0163 Flashing code to indicate the inspection mode n/a 
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7.2.6. POSITIONNIN/SPEED/BOTTOM SWITCHES: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM 0029 
Disables the sensors of code bar (P1, P2, P3, etc.) (Disable = 1234  

Activated = 0) 
n/a 

DM 0059 
Bottom hoistway access is limited by "USL" of the floor above if equal 1. 

Bottom hoistway access is limited by "DZO" of the floor above if equal 0. 
n/a 

DM 0062 
Top hoistway access is limited by "DSL" of the floor below if equal 1. 

Top hoistway access is limited by "DZO" of the floor below if equal 0. 
n/a 

DM 0063 

Activate hoistway access limit with the magnetic swithces (DZO or USL 

or DSL).if equal 1. If is not a perforated tape, external switches is required 

to limit the access movement. 

n/a 

7.2.7. VARIOUS: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION UNIT 

DM0115 Motor thermal contact activation "CT ". (Yes = 0, No =1234) n/a 

DM0249 
Construction mode activation in inspection, if = 1  

Reset as soon as the elevator returns in normal mode. 
n/a 

DM0258 
If = 0, car stop switch input "SA" off on normal operation. 

If = 1, car stop switch input "SA" activated on normal operation. 
n/a 

DM0275 Number of movements before the alarm buffer reset (HR80 to HR87). n/a 
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8. SYMBOLS LISTING:  

SA: Car stop switch signal 

HDC: Hall door closed relay 

HDL: Hall door locked relay 

CDC: Car door closed relay 

LNB: Down normal limit switch 

LNH: Up normal limit switch 

DZO/DZO1: Door zone 

LU: Up leveling 

LD: Down leveling 

DOL: Open door limit switch 

DCL: Closed door limit switch 

BDS: Safety edge 

PH: Door photocell 

BC-2C.3C…: Car calls 

BP-2P, 3P…: Hall calls 

USL: Zone count + up slowdown signal  

DSL: Zone count + down slowdown signal  

FOP: Door opening contactor 

FCL: Door closing contactor 

RCL: Rear door closing contactor 

RED: Trouble redundancy relay 

FSA (output): Low speed nudging relay 

UCA: Motor relay (up direction) 

DCA: Motor relay (down direction) 

M: Main motor contactor for motor 

BR: Brake relay 

BRK: Brake relay 

UDC: Up/down contactor 

M1: Drive enable relay 

MAT: Off delay on "M" contactor at stopping 

PS1: Drive speed selected signal 

MA: Drive enable signal 

REV: Reverse direction signal 

FOW: Forward direction signal 

TLUM: Car light timer 

RUN: Motor running signal 

RDY: Fault solid state starter relay  

BAC: Bypass car stop switch 
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SPE: Speech enabled (voice annunciator) 

RPA: 120VAC supply relay. (If RescuPower or UPS) 

CT: Thermal contact or Thermistor 

HDB: Normal power relay 
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9. MAINTENANCE: 

9.1. ALARMS AND FAULTS: 

9.1.1. Alarms and status list: 

The CPU memorizes several alarms and statuses which can be seen using the LCD 

screen. 

All statuses and alarms are memorized in retentive registers "HR" and will be 

retained on a power loss.  

To reset all the alarms (2 different ways): 

 Hold for 2.5 seconds the "MANUAL RESET" button on the controller 

inspection board to reset the controller and clear the alarms. The controller will 

be reset only if all conditions are ok. (Optional) 

 With the LCD: Visualizing the alarms: 

 Press "ESC" to return to the previous menu. 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the main menu "ALARMS & 

CPU I/O CHECKING". 

 Press "ENTER". 

 Press the "UP/DOWN" keys to select the submenu "ACTIVE 

FAULTS LIST". 

 Press "ENTER". 

To erase the alarms: 

 Press the "ENTER" key, the LCD will display a confirmation 

window. 

 

9.1.2. Automatic erasing of the alarms:  

If an alarm occurred but the situation has been corrected, after a certain number of 

trips, the controller will automatically clear the registered alarms. DM275 contains 

the number of trips before the alarms are cleared. If DM275 holds the value 50, the 

alarms will be cleared after every 50 trips made by the elevator. In the LCD, the 

alarms list will be cleared, but the history will not and will still hold the last 20 

registered alarms. 

9.1.3. Look up the drive alarms and faults: 

See the drive manual for more details. 
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9.2. ALARMS DESCRIPTION:  

Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

HR8000   

HR8001   

HR8002 Excessive travel time. The elevator has exceeded the DM0008 delay during 

the travel. Verify the elevator commute and the drive 

speed control circuit board. 

HR8003   

HR8004 Weight sensor "LW2" was activated. Verify the weight load device that activated the LW2 

input. 

HR8005 Overheating motor thermal contact "CT" Verify the motor's condition and the state of the thermal 

contact (input "CT").  

HR8006   

HR8007 The door zone sensor "DZO" or “DZO1” remained activated out 

of the LEVELING zone. 

Verify the tape head. The sensor remained activated. 

HR8008 "DZO" door zone sensor did not operate properly in LEVELING 

zone. 

Verify the tape head. The sensor did not activate. 

HR8009   

HR8010 "LU" LEVELING Up sensor did not operate properly in 

LEVELING zone. 

Verify the relay and sensor operation in the top of car 

reader connecting box. 

HR8011 "LD" LEVELING Down sensor did not operate properly in 

LEVELING zone. 

Verify the relay and sensor operation in the top of car 

reader connecting box. 

HR8012 DCL switch did not open when front door closed. Verify DCL switch operation. The switch did not open 

before the DM0032 delay, when front door closed, with 

HDC and CDC switches closed. (automatic door only) 

HR8013 DCL did not close when front door opened. Verify DCL switch operation. The switch did not close 

when the front door opened, with DOL switch open, 

CDC and HDC switches closed. The DCL switch 

opened more than a half second while the front door 

was completely open. (automatic door only) 

HR8014 DOL switch did not open when front door opened. Verify DOL switch operation. The switch did not open 

when the front door was completely open, or the door 

did not completely open after 12 seconds on door 
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

opening instruction when DCL switch and OP relay 

were closed. (automatic door only) 

HR8015 DOL switch did not close when front door closed. Verify DOL switch operation. The switch did not close 

when the front door closed, with DCL switch open and 

HDC closed. (automatic door only) 

HR8100 RDCL switch did not open when rear door closed. Verify RDCL switch operation. The switch did not open 

before DM0032 delay when rear door is closing, with 

CDC and HDC switches closed. (automatic door only) 

HR8101 RDCL switch did not close when rear door opened. Verify RDCL switch operation. The switch did not 

close when rear door opened; RDOL switches open, 

CDC and HDC switches closed. The RDCL switch 

opened more than a half second while the rear door was 

completely open. (automatic door only) 

HR8102 RDOL switch did not open when rear door opened. Verify RDOL switch operation. The switch did not 

open when rear door opened or the door did not fully 

open after 12 seconds on door opening instruction when 

RDCL switch and ROP relay were closed. (automatic 

door only) 

HR8103 RDOL switch did not close when rear door closed Verify RDOL switch operation. The switch did not 

close when rear door closed, with RDCL switches open 

and HDC closed. (automatic door only) 

HR8104 HDC landing doors contact did not close when doors closed. Verify HDC landing doors contact. The contact did not 

close when door was fully closed, after 20 seconds, 

DCL and RDCL open CL and RCL relays activated. 

Verify DCL and RDCL switches operation. (automatic 

door only) 

HR8105 CDC car doors contact did not close when doors closed Verify CDC car doors contact. The contact did not close 

when door was fully closed, after 20 seconds, DCL and 

RDCL open CL and RCL relays activated. Verify DCL 

and RDCL switches operation. (automatic door only) 

HR8106 CDC or HDC contacts did not open when doors opened.  Verify CDC and HDC operation. CDC and HDC 

contacts did not open when doors opened, DCL and 

RDCL switches open. Verify if either contact is short-
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

circuited or DCL and RDCL switches operation. This 

fault can occur if those switches are not open when 

HDC and CDC are fully closed. (automatic door only) 

HR8107 Front door did not close completely after 5 attempts. Verify doorway. Something might be blocking. Check 

HDC and CDC contacts operation. Also check DCL 

switch operation. (automatic door only) 

HR8108 Rear door did not close completely after 5 attempts. Verify doorway. Something might be blocking. Check 

HDC and CDC contacts operation. Also check RDCL 

switch operation. (automatic door only) 

HR8109 Water detection in the hoistway Water in the hoistway or verify the float switch. 

HR8110   

HR8111 J9 security line was opened.  J9 security line opened while the elevator was moving 

or 4 seconds after it had stopped. Verify security line 

switches (see schematics for more details). 

HR8112 Variable speed drive fault. Verify RDY signal condition, as it should be activated. 

HR8113 M contactor failure. Verify M contactor and M1 relay operation when 

opening and closing. Verify M and M1 processor input 

contacts operation. 

HR8114 Default jumper HDL with fixed cam Verify if there is a jumper on HDL. 

HR8115   

H8200 

 

Perforated tape reader malfunction. The processor receives too many or too few pulses from 

the perforated tape. Verify HT1 and HT2 indicators 

operation on the processor (they should be flashing 

when the elevator is moving). Clean both infrared 

transmitters and the hoistway mirror. 

HR8201 UDC contactor failure. Verify UDC contactor operation when opening and 

closing. Verify circuit operation on UDC processor 

input. 

HR8202   

HR8203   

HR8204   

HR8205   

HR8206 MO/RUN did not come at a start Verify the MA output. Make sure the drive receives the 
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

start command. 

HR8207   

HR8208   

HR8209 Car door contact CDC relay opened during movement out of door 

zone. 

Verify CDC contacts operation and clean them. 

HR8210 Hall door contact HDC relay opened during movement out of 

door zone. 

Verify HDC contacts operation and clean them. This 

can occur when mechanics open the hall doors with a 

lunar key, while the elevator is moving.  

HR8211   

HR8212   

HR8213   

HR8214   

HR8215   

HR8300 LRH and LRB top and bottom slowdown limit were activated at 

the same time. 

Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

HR8301   

HR8302   

HR8303   

HR8304   

HR8305   

HR8306   

HR8307   

HR8308   

HR8309   

HR8310 LNB down normal limit switch failure. Verify electrical wiring and limit switch contact. 

HR8311 LNH up normal limit switch failure. Verify electrical wiring and limit switch contact. 

HR8312   

HR8313 Earthquake Service Verify the state of the inputs "Seismic switch" and 

"Counterweigh derailment switch" and reset the 

sequence with the button "Reset earthquake service". 

HR8314   

HR8315   

HR8400   
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

HR8401   

HR8402   

HR8403   

HR8404   

HR8405   

HR8406   

HR8407   

HR8408   

HR8409   

HR8410   

HR8411   

HR8412   

HR8413   

HR8414   

HR8415   

HR8500 DZO or DZO1 relay did not activate. Verify DZO or DZO1 relay operation, it did not activate 

when the CPU DZO or DZO1 input activated. 

HR8501 DZO or DZO1 relay contacts remained closed. Verify DZO or DZO1 relay operation, it remained 

closed when the CPU DZO or DZO1 input deactivated 

HR8502   

HR8503   

HR8506 LU and LD LEVELING sensors were activated at the same time. Verify LU and LD relays operation. Verify the sensor 

operation in the tape head. 

HR8507 ISR relay did not activate. Verify ISR relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU ISR input activated 

HR8508 ISR relay has remained closed. Verify ISR relay operation, it remained closed when the 

CPU ISR input deactivated 

HR8509 HDC relay did not activate. Verify HDC relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU HDC input activated 

   

HR8510 HDC relay has remained closed. Verify HDC relay operation, it remained closed when 

the CPU HDC input deactivated 

HR8511 CDC relay did not activate. Verify CDC relay operation, it did not activate when the 
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

CPU CDC input activated 

HR8512 CDC relay has remained closed. Verify CDC relay operation, it remained closed when 

the CPU CDC input deactivated 

HR8513 BAC relay did not activate. Verify BAC relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU BAC input activated 

HR8514 BAC relay has remained closed. Verify BAC relay operation, it remained closed when 

the CPU BAC input deactivated 

HR8515   

HR8600   

HR8601   

HR8602   

HR8603 XIN relay did not activate. Verify XIN relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU XIN input activated 

HR8604 XIN relay has remained closed. Verify XIN relay operation, it remained closed when 

the CPU XIN input deactivated 

HR8605 RED relay did not activate. Verify RED relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU RED input activated 

HR8606 RED relay has remained closed. Verify RED relay operation, it remained closed when 

the CPU RED input deactivated 

HR8607 LU relay did not activate. Verify LU relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU LU input activated 

HR8608 LU relay has remained closed. Verify LU relay operation, it remained closed when the 

CPU LU input deactivated 

HR8609 LD relay did not activate. Verify LD relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU LD input activated 

HR8610 LD relay has remained closed. Verify LD relay operation, it remained closed when the 

CPU LD input deactivated 

HR8611 HDL relay did not activate. Verify HDL relay operation, it did not activate when the 

CPU HDL input activated 

HR8612 HDL relay has remained closed. Verify HDL relay operation, it remained closed when 

the CPU HDL input deactivated 

HR8613   

HR8614   
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

HR8615 M contactor remained closed Verify M contactor and M1 relay operation when 

opening and closing. Verify M and M1 processor input 

contacts operation. 

HR8700   

HR8701   

HR8702   

HR8703   

HR8704   

HR8705   

HR8706   

HR8707   

HR8708   

HR8709   

HR8710   

HR8711   

HR8712   

HR8713   

HR8714 UP/DW relay did not activate. Verify UP/DW relay operation, it did not activate when 

the PLC UP/DW input activated 

HR8715 UP/DW relay has remained closed. Verify UP/DW relay operation, it remained closed when 

the PLC UP/DW input deactivated 

HR8800   

HR8801   

HR8802   

HR8803 Communication lost with the module 0 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8804 Communication lost with the module 1 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8805 Communication lost with the module 2 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8806 Communication lost with the module 3 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8807   
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Alarms #: Description: Causes and verifications 

HR8808 Communication lost with the module 4 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8809 Communication lost with the module 5 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8810 Communication lost with the module 6 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8811 Communication lost with the module 7 JRT-CAN-24IO Verify connections, supply and switches configuration. 

(See CANBUS manual) 

HR8812   

HR8813   

HR8814   

HR8815 Door jammed on opening. The elevator tried to completely open the door 3 times 

without succeeding.  The alarm activates once an 

opening relay (FOP, ROP) is activated lasting more 

than the protection delay.  Ensure the door operators are 

supplied.  Check the door opening. 

Note: The HR85-86-87 channels deactivate the RED relay. 
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